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RESULTS OF A SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
FERRY CONFIGURATION AFTERBODY FAIRING 
OPTIMIZATION STUDY USING A 140A/B 0.0405-SCALE 
MODEL ORBITER (43-0) IN THE ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL 
7.75 X 11.0 FT LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL (OA124) 
By 
S. R. Houlihan, Rockwell International Space Division 
ABSTRACT 
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted on a dual-strut 
mounted 0.0405-sca1e representation of the 140A/B outer mold line Space 
Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle in the Rockwell International 7.75 x 11.0 ft low 
speed wind tw'mel (NAAL). Tests were conducted during the time period 
from 11 Oct. 1974 through 22 Oct. 1974. The facility test number was NAAL 
736 and the NASA designation for this test period was OA124. 
The primary test objective was to investigate aerodynamic stability 
and control characteristics of the SSV ferry configuration. Test objectives 
were accomplished by testing four afterbody fairing configurations and 
various additions to them in the form of horizontal and ventral fins strakes 
and other aerodynamic protuberances. Base line data on the basic Orbiter 
with MPS nozzles and bodyflap were recorded. A secondary test objective 
was to increase the drag of the optimum ferry configuration to the level 
of the basic Orbiter for possible flight test configurations. This was 
accomplished by the addition of two sizes of perforated speed brakes on 
the tail cone surface. 
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The tail cones tested consisted of the TC3 beavertail and the TC4 long 
bumblebee fairings and modifications of each of these to raise the trailing 
edge 40 inches (TC7 and TC8' respectively). This modification was accom-
plished by .cutting the tail cones at station 1600 and recontouring the 
tail cone aft of this section. 
Aerodynamic force and moment data ~Jere measured in the stability axis 
system by the NAAL Planar balance. The model was dual-strut mounted from 
the wing tips. The model center of pitch rotation was at the main landing 
gear wheel axis. Tare drag on the struts was minimized by windshields 
that extended from the floor of the tunnel to within 6 inches of the model. 
Strut tares were accomplished by recording the aerodynamic loads on the 
exposed struts without the model. 
The nominal angle of attach range was _2° to +18° with yaw po1ars re-
corded over the sideslip angle range of ±20° at angles of attack of 0°, 
4°, 8°, 12°, and 16°. E1evon deflections of 0° and 10°, speed brake angles 
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PLOTTED COEFFICIENT SCHEDULE: 
(A) 
(B) 
ClF, CDF, CN, ClM, CAF, CAB, CA, CD, Cl, XCP/l, l/DF, LID versus ALPHA; 
ClF versus ClM; ClF versus CDF; 
Cl versus CD; Cl versus ClM 
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speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
pressure coefficient; (Pl - P<Xl)/q 
Mach number; Via 
pressure; N/m2, psf 
dynamic pressure; 1/2py2, N/m2, psf 
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft 
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec 
angle of attack, degr~es 
angle of sideslip, degrees 
angle of yaw, degrees 
angle of roll, degrees 
mass den~ityj kg/m3, slugs/ft3 
Reference & C.G. Definitions 
base area; m2, ft2 
wing span or reference span; m, ft 
center of gravity 
I'eference length or "Wing mean 
aerodynamic chord; m, ft 
wing area or reference area; m2, ft2 
-
moment reference point 
moment reference point on X axis 
moment referenc~ point on Y axis 
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area of influence, base pressures 1-+11 
normal-force coefficient; norma~sforce 
axial-force coefficient; aXial force qS 
side-force coefficient, side force 
qS 
base-force coefficient; base force qS 
forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CA for 
configurations without afterbody, CA for Bonfigura-tions with afterbody 
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment 
qSR.REF 
v~~~R--·m-fi+ cO'ef'fl"c1"ent" yawing moment J"''' IIl~-lIIlI" e " . , qSb 
rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment 
qSb 
Stability-Axis System 
lift coefficient; ~~ft __ 
drag coefficient" drag 
, qS 
base-drag coeffi c 1, edt; ba ~~ drag 


















PB 1. .. 11 
Xcpl R. XC~ Il 
NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment 
qS9..REF 
yawing-moment coefficient; yaWi~~bmoment 
rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment qSb 
1ift-to-drag ratio; Cl/CD 
lift to forebody drag ratio; Cl/CD f 
model base area, Ft2 
strut interference drag tare 
planar balance uncorrected drag output 
model weight tare drag force coefficient 
forebody lift coefficient 
left wing inboard and outboard e1evon deflection 
angle, degrees 
right wing inboard and outboard elevon deflection 
angle, degrees 
base pressure at tap locations 1 ... 11, respectively, 
psia 
model longitudinal center of pressure location, 
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NOMENCLATURE (Concluded) 
°a AILRON aileron deflection, degrees 
°BF BDFLAP bodyflap.deflection, degrees 
°e ELEVON elevon deflection, degrees 
oR RUDDER rudder deflection, degrees 
°SB SPDBRK speed brake deflection, degrees 
°H DHORIZ horizontal fin deflection, degrees 
11 
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The model tested during test period OA124 was a O.0405-scale represen-
tation of the l40A/B Space Shuttle Vehicle outer mold line configuration. 
The basic model was of the' blended wing-body ~e$ign utilizing a double-
delta wing (75°/45°ALE)' full span, dual panel ~levons with unswept hinge-
I 
line and 6 inch gaps, a centerline vertical taii with rudder and/or speed 
brake deflection capability, a canopy, a bodyflap and an orbital maneuvering 
system (OMS pods). The OMS pods were mounted on the aft fuselage sidewall s 
adjacent to the vertical tail. The OMS pods us·ed during this test were 
the l40C short OMS. 
Four afterbody fairings were tested on the basic l40A/B fuselage (B26 ). 
These tail cones and the modifications to them are described in the Di-
mensional Data. The nomenclature used to identify the model components 









Basic l40A/B Orbiter fuselage 
l40A/B Orbiter fuselage with simulated MPS nozzles 
l40A/B Orbiter canopy 
l40A/B Orbiter bodyflap 
l40C short OMS pods 
l40A/B and l40C OMS pod. nozzles 
l40A/B Orbiter double delta wing 
12 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued) 
140A/B Orbiter dual panel e1evons with 6 inch gaps 
140A/B Orbiter centerline vertical tail 
140A/B Orbiter solid panel rudder 
Boeing beavertail afterbody fairing (X3) 
Long bumblebee afterbody fairing (X3B ) 
TC 3 with portion aft of station 1600 cut and rotated to raise trailing edg~ 40 inches full scale 
TC 4 with portion aft of station 1600 refaired to raise trailing edge 40 inches full scale 
TCs with small horizontal and small ventral fin 
TCs with large horizontal and large ventral fin 
TCa with large horizontal fin 
TC~ with large horizontal and chine strips (1/4" x lIB" 
rna' el sca 1 e) on lower corners of fairing 
TC 7 with large ventral fin added on lower centerline 
1/4" x 1/4" (model scale) strip across bottom of tail 
come at station 1520. Used on TC 10 
1/4" x 1/4" (model scale) strip across bottom of tail 
cOne at station 1625. Used on TCB and TCll 
1/4" x 1/211 high (model scale) strip across bottom of 
tail cone TCll at station 1625 
1/4" x 1/2" high (model scale) strip across bottom of 
tail cone TC13 at station 1625 
1/4/1 x 1/2/1 high (model scale) chine strips on lower 





























CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded) 
1/411 X 1/811 high strips perpendicular to FRL at station 
1785 on TC1l extending from lower corner to top center-
line of OMS pod fairing 
.7" high drag inducers used on top and sides of TCll at 
station 1575. 4,1/2" long on sides and 2" long on top. 
Each piece has two rows of 1/411 holes on 1/2" centers 
.35" high drag inducers used on top and sides of TC11 
at station 1575. 4 1/2" long on sides and 2" long on 
top. Each piece has one row of 1/4" holes on 1/2" centers. 
Grit located on model nose and all swept surfaces to 
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
North American Aerodynamics Laboratory (NAAL) 7.75 x ll-foot Wind 
Tunnel is a continuous flow, closed circuit, single return tunnel capable 
of speeds up to 200 miles per hour. 
The test section is vented to atmospheric pressure and is 7.75 x 11 
feet wide and 12 feet long. Power is supplied bya 1250-horsepower nacel1e-
mounted synchronous motor driving a 19-foot, seven-blade, laminated birch 
propeller. Airspeed is controlled by using a magnetic clutch to vary the 
degree of coupling between the motor and propeller. Turbulence is mini-
I 
mized by a da'mping screen and a honeycomb section in the settl ing chamber I'" 
upstream from the contraction cone (ratio 7.53 to 1). 
Tests may be conducted using a variety of mounting systems: single 
strut, double strut, sting strut, reflection plane, cable suspension, or 
c 
two-dimensional wall. Aerodynamic data may be measured by a planar type 
external balance system or sting-mounted internal balances. An Astrodata 
Automatic Data Acquisition System collects, multiplexes, digitizes, and 
records on magnetic tape 50 channels of force or pressure data or both. 
Data are then reduced and plotted using automatic data processing equip-
ment and an automatic digital plotter. 
The NAAL Wind Tunnel has been operating since June 1943. Calibra-







The aerodynamic force and moment data presented in this report were 
measured by the NAAI. external planar balance. The data have been corrected 
for model blockage influence on tunnel dynamic pressure, wall interference 
effects on model aerodynamic characteristics, model support strut inter-
ferince, and mOdel weight tare. All aerodynamic data recorded with the 
ferry configuration afterbodies removed have been corrected for model base 
area pressure drag effects. No base drag corrections were applied to data 
taken on configurations with afterbodies attached. 







Planar balance uncorrected drag output 
PB• - P AB. 
( , ~)( 1 ) cos a, i = 1+11 q S 
CD = strut interference drag tare 
S 
CD = model weight tare 
T 
All other aforementioned corrections to the aerodynamic data were 
applied utilizing standard low speed wind tunnel methods. 
The following reference dimensions and constants are used for reducing 
all aerodynamic data to coefficient form: 
Symbol Definition 

























































DATA REDUCTION (Concluded) 
Area of influence, base pressure #2, ft2 
.06614 
Area of influence, base pressure #3, ft2 
.08211 
Area of influence, base pressure #4, ft2 .06361 ;: 
Area of influence, base pressure #5, ft2 .05157 
Area of influence, base pressure #6, ft2 
.03435 
Area of influence, base pressure #7, ft2 .04583 
Area of influence, base pre5sure #8, ft2 
.04282 
Area of influence, base pressure #9, ft2 
.06601 
Area of influence, base pressure #10, ft2 
.07014 
Area of influence, base pressure #11 , ft2 .14028 
Area of wing, ft2 4.4120 
Center of gravity, fus. sta. 43.5974 
Center of gravity, waterp1ane 15.1875 
Length Orbiter fuselage, in. 52.2570 
Wing MAC, in. 19.2300 







TEST: OA124 NAAL 731 I 
TEST CONDITIONS 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
MACH NUMBER (per foot) (pounds/sq. inch) 
0.26 1 85 x 106Lfi 100 lbs/ft2 
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TABLE II. - Continued. 
TEST: oA /2.4 NA4L-;3~ DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY (DATE: /. .... /~C/- f ~/ ::5 ,$--
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T~BLE II. - Continued. 
~: OAJ24 N~AL 73~ DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY {DATE ~-)CI~774 
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DATA SET IRUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY (DATE: /O/90/;,~d. 
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TABLE II. - Continued. 
TEST: OAJ2.4 NML73/:-" DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 10/30/74 
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TABLE II. - Concluded. 
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TABLE III (MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA) 
MODEL COMPONENT : _.=:.:BO~D;.:;.Y...;;-~B.:.r.26~ _____________ _ 
G ENE R AL DE SCR I PT I ON : _.....;C:,;:o;.;,;:n;:.;f 1.=.1' g~u;;:.r.;;a..;;.;t1.;;.;· o;.;;n;....;;;;14;:;.;0;;..A;...'.;;;.B.....;o:.;:r...;:b.;;;.i t.;..e;;.:r--=:,f..;;;u.:;;.se;.;;l::;;;aJiiijs.;.e;;.., __ 
NOTE: B26 is identica.l to B24 except underside of fuselage has been 
refaired to accept Wl16 , 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 " MODEL DWG: SS-A00147! Relea.se 12 
DRAWING NUMBER: • VL'ZO-OO0143B. -000200. -000205. -006089. -000145, 
VL70-OO0140A, -o00140B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE 
Length (OMJj: Fwd Sta. Xo=235),In. 1293.3 
Length (IML: Fwd, Sta. Xo=238) ,In. 1290.3 
Max Width(@ Xo = 1528.3), In. 
Max Depth (@ Xo = 1464), In. 
Fineness Ratio 




























TABLE III (CONTln) 
MODELCOMPONENT:~BO~D~Y_-~B5~Q~ ____________________ ~ __ __ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter fuselage configuration 140A /8 with 
&imulated ~~~o~z~zl~e=s~. __________________________________ ___ 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0'*05 
DRAWING NUMBER: --:.::VL~7~O-o-=OO.;;;.:l:::.:14~OA~/..:::B ____________ _ 
DIMENSIONS: 
Length (Body nose @ Xo=2J8.0) ,In. 
Max Width (@ Xo = 1520 In.) 
Max Depth (@ Xo = 1464 In.) 
Fineness Ratio 

















TABLE III (CONT' D ) 
MODELCOMPONENT: __ ~C~A~NO~P~Y~-~C9~ ______________________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140A 'B orbiter canopy 
Canopy used with fuselage B26. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 MODEL OWG: SS-A00147, REL. 12 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000143A 
DIMENSIONS " FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Xo=434 •. 643 to 578), In. J 43·357 
Max Width (.@Xo=513.127), In. J52·4J2 6. 173 








TABLE III (CONTtD) 
MODEL OOM~ONENT: CHINE:",- CHI 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 1/4 x I/SI! high (model scale) chine strips on lower 
corners at T012 extending from Station 1530 to 1875. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 
~ 

















TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: CHINE STRIP - CH2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 1/4 x 1/811 high strips perpencictular to FRL at, Station 1785 
on TOll extending from lower corner to top centerline of OMS pod fairing. 
MODEl, SCALE: 0.0405 
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TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: DRAG INDUCER - DBl 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 0.7" high drag inducers used on top and sides of TCll 
at Station 1575. 4!" long on sides and 2" long on top. Each piece has two 
rows of 1/4" holes on 1'2" centerS. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 





















TABL1~ III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: DRAG INDUCER - DB2 
GF.NERAL DESC.RIPTION: 0.35 11 high drag inducers used on top and si~es of 
TC:1.l at Sta. 1575. 4,," long on sides and 2" long on top. Each piece 
has'one row of 1'4" holes on 1'2" centers. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 







TABLE III (CONT'D) 
MODEL Cm-1PONENT: 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ~onfi~ation 140A'B orbiter elevon. 
NOTE: E~3 is a slotted elevon version of E26 Data are tor one side. 
MODEL SCALE; Q.04Q5 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL7Q-QOQ2QQ. VL70-o06089 VL70-OO6092 
DIMENSIONS: 
Area - Ft2 
Span (equival ent) , In. 
Inbld equivalent chord, In. 
Outbid equivalent chord, In. 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inbld equiv. chord 
At Outbid equiv. chord 












Hinge11n~ '- 0.0 {Product of area and c) -------Area Moment (~) ,Ft3 1587.25 
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TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODELCOMPONENT:~BO~D~Y~F.U~P~-~F~e~ ______________________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: COilfiguration 1401\ IB Orbiter body flap. 
Hinge1ine located at Xo = 1526.3, Zo = 264·3 
MODEL SCALE: D.0405 MODEL DWG: SS-A00147, Release 12 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-OOO140A, -000145 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Xo=1520 to Xo=1613),In. 93.00 3.767 
Max Wi dth, In.· 262.00 10.611 
Max Depth (Xc = 1520), In. 23.00 0;932 
Fineness Ratio 
Area _ Ft2 
Max. Cross-Sectional 
Planform 150.525 0.247 
Wetted 
Bose 41. 847 0.0686 
34 
. . ~ 
























TABLE III (CONT'D) 
MODELCOMPONENT:~O~M~S~P~OD~-~M~l~~ ____________________ __ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configura.tion 140C orbiter ~S pod - short pod 
MODEL SCALE; .. ,..:O:::.:. • .:::.04:s.10~5:...-. _________ ,______ _ 
DRAWING NUMBER " VIQO-OO8l,OJ I VIqO=Q08410 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE 
Length (OMS Fwd Sta. X =1310.5).In. 258.50 (\ 
Max Width (@ Xo = 1511), In. 
Max Depth (@ Xo =1511), In. 
Fineness Ratio 



















TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS NOZZLES - N 28 
------------~~----------.------------------------------
GEUERAL DESCRIPl'ION: Configuration 140A'B orbiter OMS nozzles 
-------.--------------------------------------------------------
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 
DRlI~1ING N1JMBE.~: --Y120-OO01M)':.!LocationL SS-A001Q6, Rel. 5 (contour) 
D~SIONS: 
MI\CH NO. 
Lensth - In. 
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 
Throat to Edt Plane 




f..rea - ft2 
Exit 
Throat 









Null Position - DeS' 
Left :xiiNm Nozzle 
Pitch 
Yaw 
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TABLE III (CONTfD) 
MODEL Cm-'PONENT: RUDDER - RS 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: _Configuration 1400 orbiter rudder (identical to 
c().nfigura t,ion 140A 'B rudder). 
------------,~----------------------------------------------
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 ~~~~~~~~~---------------------------------------
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000146B4 VL70-000095 
DIMENSIONS: 
Span (eq~ivalent), In. 
Inbld equivalent chord, In. 
Outbid equivalent chord, In. 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inbld equiv. chord 
At Outbid equiv. chord 




(Product of area and c) 3 
Area Moment ~) ,Ft 
Mean aerodynamic chord, In. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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TABLE III CONTtD) 
MODEL COMPONENT: TAILCONE - TC3 
GENERAL D"2SCRIPTION: Afterbody fairing used on body B26 for ferry configuration 
drag r8nnction. Fairing extends from body trailing edge to fuselage station 
1882.59. Fairing encloses OMS pods and t,erminates in a sharp trailing edge. 
Also designated the Boeing Beavert.ail. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 
DRAWING NO. : SS-A01460 
.i f 
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TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPOt.TENT: TAIl,CONE - TCh 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Afterbody fairine us~~ on hody B26 for ferry configuration 
drae reduction. ' Fairing extends from trailing edge of body to fuselag~ station 
1900. Fairing encloses OMS pods and terminates in a blunt tra.iling edge. 
DRAWING NO. : SS-A01460 








TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: TAILCONE - TC? 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Afterbody fairing used on Body 826 for ferry configuration 
drag ~eduction. Fairing extends from body trailing edge but cut at fuselage 
station 1600 and rotated 8 deg. to ra.ise trailing edge 40" full scale. Cut 
area was refaired for a smooth transition. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 
DRAWING NO.: SS-A01460 
40 
, ,.;. . 
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TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: TAILCONE - TCg 
GENEHAL DESCRIPTION: Afterbody fairing used on body B26 for ferry configur-
ation drag reduction. Fairing extends from trailine edge of body but cut 
at fuselage station 1600 and refairerl t.o raise the tra.iling edge '+0", full 
scale. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 
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TABLE III (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: TAILCONE - TC~ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Aft?rbody fairing used on body B26 for ferry configur-
ation drag reduction. Fairing extends from trailing edge of body but cut 
at fuselage station 1600 and refaired to raise the trailing edge 40", full 
sea.le. Also has small horizontal fin and small ventral fin. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 









TABLE III (CONTtD) 
MODEL COMPONENT: TAILCONE - TCIO 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Afterbody fairing used on body B26 for ferry configur-
ation drag reduction. Fairing extends from trailing edge of body but cut 
at fuselage station 1600 and refaired to raise the trailing edge 40n, full 






















TABLE iiI (CONT'D) 
GENERAL COMPONENT: TAILOONE ... TOll 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Afterbody fairing used on body B26 for ferry cOnfigur-
ation drag reduction. Fairing extends from trailing edge of body but cut 
at fuselage station 1600 and refaired to raise the trailing edge 40", full 
scale. Also has large horizontal fin and no ventral fin. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 
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TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL DESCRIPTION: TAILCONE - TC12 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Afterbody fairing used on body B26 for f.erry configur-
ation drag reduction. Fairing extends from tra.iling edge of body but Imt_ 
at fusela.ge station 1600 a.nd refa1.red to raise the trailing edge 40", full 
scale. Has chine strips on lower corners from station 1530 to 1875. Chine 
strip is 1/8" x 1/4", MODEL SCALE. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 












TABLE III (CONTtD) 
MODEL C(J(PONENT: TAILCONE - TC1) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Afterbody fairing used on Body B26 for ferr,y configur-
at ion drag reduction. Fairing extends from body trailing edge but cut at 
fuselage station 1600 and rotated 8 deg. to raise trailing edge 40", full 
scale. Cut. area was refaired for a smooth transition. Has large ventral 
fin on centerline. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 
DRAWING NO. : SS-A01460 
46 
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TABLE III (CONT t D ) 
MODEL COMPONmT: TRIP STICK - TRl 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 1'4 x 1'4" (model scale) strip across bottom of tailcone 
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MODEL COMPONENT: TRIP STICK - TR2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 1/4 x 1/4" (model scale) strip across bottom of taileone 
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TABLR III (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: TRIP STICK - TR3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: l/l~ x 1/211 high (model scale) str~p across bottom of 
tailcone TCll at Station 1625. 











MODEL COMPOID~NT: TRIP STICK - TR4 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 1/4 x 1/2" high (model scale) strip across bottom of 
tailcone TC13 at StatiDn 1625. 






TABLF. III CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V 8 
------.----~------------------------------
GENERP.L DESCRIPTION: r.onfiguration 140C vertical tail (identical to 
(!onfiguration H.D A IB vert; cal t.ai). 
---------.----,.-- ._----------------- ._----
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 
DRAvlING NUMBI~R: VL70-000140C, VL70-000146B 
DIMENSIONS: 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Thea) - Ft2 
Planform 
Span (Thea) - In. 
.Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Tapel:' 
Taper Ratio 
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees. 
Leading Edge 
Tra.iling Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Thea) T,~l' 
Tip (Thea) 'lIP 
M/,C 
Fu.s. Sta. of .25 MAC 
'w.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil Sect.ion 
Leading Wedge Angle - Deg. 
Trailing Wedge Anele - Deg. 




or POOR GE IS 
, QUALITY 
51 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCj\LE 
If:1:l.222 0.62S 
:l1~.7.2 12.2S2 
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TABLE III (CONT'D) 
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TABLE III ~ONL'D) 
MODF.L COMPONENT: TRANSI'rION GRIT - X9 
GENF.RAL DESCRIPTION: Grit loeated on model nose and all swept 
su:r-faces to provide forced boundary- layer transition. 
MODEL SCALF.: O. Ol~05 
DIMENSIONS: 
Nominal grit diameter, In. 
Fuselage 
Surfaces 
Strip width, in. 
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Figure 1. Axis systems. 
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a. Orbiter Three View 
Figure 2. - Model sketches. 
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b. Orbiter Base Pressure Locations 
Figure 2. - Continued . 
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c. Details of Beavertail Fairing TC7 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
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a. TC g Tail Cone With Sma ll Horizontal and Small Ventral-Rear Quarter View 
Figure 3. - Model installation photographs. 
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b. TCg Tail Cone With Small Horizontal and Small Ventral-Side View 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
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c. Bas ic Orbiter - Front Quarter View 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
d. Basic Orbiter - Rear Quarter View 
Figure 3. - Cont i nued. 
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e . Orbiter With TC a Tail Cone 
Figure 3. - Cont inued. 
f. Orbiter With TC4 Ta i l Cone 
Figure 3. Continued. 
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g. TCll With Large Horizontal and TA2 
Figure 3. - Con tinued. 
h. Orbiter With TC7 Tail Cone 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
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i. Orbiter With TC3 Tail Cone 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
j. TC ll Tai l Cone With Large Speed Brokes, DBl 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
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k. TC ll Tail Cone With Small Speed Brakes, DB2 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
1. TCll Tail Cone With Bodyflap Fe at 0° 
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(AFB03S) 01.1:':4 826C9 MIS 1i116E<l3V8RSTCIIX9TR2 










ELV-R 5P08RK CH:RIZ REFEREfICE I""-IR1ATlON il I 
SREF 2689.8300 SQ.FT.iI : 
.000 25.000 
.000 25.000 -16.000 
.000 25.000 -7.000 
.000 25.000 -20.000 
LREF 474.8100 ItO£S I 
BREF 936.6800 ItO£S 
X~ 1076.6800 ltO£S 
YMRP .CXXXI ltO£S 
ZMRP 37S.CXXXI ItO£S 
SCALE .0405 SCALE 
'"I t 1111'11 
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DATA SET SYI'EIl'l. CQIIF' I Gl.RA TI ON [ESCR I PT I ON ELY-L 
.OJO 
ELV-R SPCSRK ~IZ REFEREN:E ltoFlH4ATI~ 





.000 25.000 -IS.OOO 
.000 25.000 -7.000 
.000 25.000 -20.000 
SREF 2689.B:JXl SO.FT. 
LREF ~74.8100 INCHES 
ElREF936.6800 ltO£S 
XMRP 1076.6900 ltO£S 
YMRP .0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 375.0000 IIO-ES 
SCALE .0'105 SCALE 
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OATA SET SYI'SCl.. CCN='IGlR1.TlCN DESCRIPTION 
(AF8029) O1.12~ 826C9 MI6 WI16E43V8R5TCIOX9TR2 (AF8033) O1.12~ 826C9 MI6 WI16E43V9RSTCIIX9TR2 
5POBRK [H]R I Z 
25.000 
REFEREr£E rPl="IR1i\TICN 
SREF 2689.8DJ SQ.FT • 
LREF 474.8100 loo-£S 
BREF 936.68XI 100-£5 
(AFBOOI) ~ 0A12~ 85OC9FS MI6N2SWII6E43V8RS X9 
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OATA SET SYl1D.. CCJoFI~ATlCN [ESCRIPTlIJII 
(AFBOOI J ~ OAl24 8SOC9F8 HI6N28~1 !6E43V8R5 X9 (AFB029) OA124 826C9 HI6 ~116E43V8R5TCIOX9TR2 
( AFEI033 ; CIA 124 826C9 H 16 ~ I 16H3V8R5TC I I X9TR2 
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REFEREN:E I~CRtAT ICH 
SREF 2689.&:0) SQ.FT~ 
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BREF 936.68Xl lto£5 
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YHRP .00CXl lto£S 
Zt1RP 37S. 0000 I!ICI-£S 
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OAT A SET SVt'ID.. CO/IF I GLRA TI ~ [£SCR I PTI ('IN 
( CFBOO I) ~ &.124 BSOC9="a MI6N28 .. 11SE43V8R5 X9 (CFB029) 01.124 826C9 1'116 .. 1 I SE43V8RSTCIOX9TR2 
( CFB033 1 "" 124 826C9 1'116 .., liSE 43V8RSTC 1l X9TR2 (CFB035) 01.124 826C9 1'116 .. I 16E43V8R5TCI IX9TR2 







ELV-R SPOORK [)mIZ 
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.000 25.000 -7.000 
.000 25.000 -20.000 
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.REFEREN:E I t-E'CA1A T 1 CN 
SREF 2689.8300 SQ.FT • 
LREF 474.8100 nOB 
8REF 936.69IXl 1N:H3 
XMRP 1076 .69XJ It£l-£S 
YMRP .0000 ItO£S 
ZI1RP 375.0000 It.O£S 
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OA TA SET SYMBCll CCII'F I GlRA TI ON OESCR I PTI ON 
( CFiJX) I) ~ CIA 124 BSOC9F8 M 16N28\i 1 16E <l3V8RS X9 (CFB029) OAI24 826C9 MIS \i116E43V8RSTCIOX9TR2 
(CF8033) 13A124 826C9 MIS W'116E43V8RSTCIIX8TR2 
( CF8035 ) ClA 124 826C9 M 16 W'I 16E 43\18R5TC I I X9TR2 
... ... 
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ELV-R SPOBRK I>CRIZ REFEREr£E 'N"CRI1ATlaN 
• 000 25.000 SREF 2689.8300 SQ.FT • 
.000 2S.000 -16.000 LREF "174.8100 1N:l£S 
.000 2S.G'JO -7.000 8REF 936.6800 1N:l£S 
.000 25.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 11'0£5 
YMRP .cxm l~f£5 
ZMRP 375 • ClCXX) I r-.oES 
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DATA SET SY!'1ED.. CCN"IGlRATICIN DESCRIPTION ELV-R SPOOR!< t»-CRIZ REFEREIICE I t-F1R1A T I CIN 
(CFBOOI) ~ aa.12~ BSOC9FB MI6N2BliIISE"3V8R5 X9 ( CFB029 ) OA 124 826C9 MIS iiI 1 SE 43V8RSTC I OX9TR2 (CFeo33) OA124 926C9 MIS li116E43VSRSTCIIX9TR2 






• 000 25.000 
.000 25.000 -16.000 
.000 25.000 -7.000 
.000 25.000 -20.000 
SREF 2689.B300 SGI.FT • 
LR£F 474.B1oo INCHES 
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OA TA SET SYI"IU.. CIN" I GlRA TI CJo.I IESCR I PTl "'" 
( AFf!Oj1 ) ClA 124 B50C9F8 M 16N28VI 16£ 43V8R5 X9 
( AFBOO I) ~ ~ 124 850C9F8 MI6N28W I 16E43V8R5 X9 
(AF8053) ClA124 82&9 MI6 't(116E43V8R5TCIIX9TR3 
(AF8()31 ) ClA124 826C9 MI6 W'116E43V8RSTCIIX9TR3 
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ELV-R SPOOR!< t:»-mIZ REFEREN.:E IWeAKA TI CJo.I 
.000 25.000 SREF 2689.8300 SQ.FT • 
10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8100 1110£5 
.000 25.000 -20.000 
10.000 25.000 -20.000 
8REF 936.6800 1110£5 
XMRP 1076.6800 1110£5 
YMRP .0000 INCHES 
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SREF 2689.8300 SQ.FT • 
LREF 474.B1oo INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
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YMRP .CXXXl IN:I£S 
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YMRP .0000 1/10£5 
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ELV-~ SPOBRK c:H!IRlZ REFEREN:E IN='ClRHATJ~ 
( CF8CKJ7 ) CIA 1240 85OC9F'8 H 16N28'e' I 16E43V8R5 X9 (CFBOOI) ~ ",0.124 B50C9F'8 MI6N28'e'116E43VBR5 X9 ( Cf8053 ] CIA 124 82&9 M 16 It'l 16E 43V8R5TC II X9TR3 (CF808I) OAI24 826C9 MI6 1t'I16E43V8R5TC1IX9TR3 
• 000 25.000 
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LREF 474.8100 INCHES 
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REFERENE 1t£aRt1ATI"" 
S.~F 2699.8300 SQ.FT • 
LREF 'l74.9100 It'oD£S 
BREF 93G.6EDl I~ 
XMRP 1076.6800 I N:l-ES 
YMRP • OOOCI 1 N:t£S 
ZHRP 375.0c00 I~ 
SCALE .0405 SCALE 
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DATA SET SVfo'Ba. CiJ...FI~ATlON IESCRIPTl~N 
(CFBOOI 1 ~ ""124 85OC9F'8 Hl6N2S'IIl16E43VeRS X9 (Cr-e007) ~124: 85OC9F'8 HISN2S'III16E43VSR5 X9 
[CF8053 J OAI24 826C9 HI6 'WI 16E43V8R5TCIIX9TR3 
[CF8081 J 0"124 826C9 MI6 'JI I 6E43V8R5TC I IX9TR3 
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LREF 474.8100 IN:l£S 
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YHRP .0000 1110£5 
ZMRP 375.0000 1/lCt£5 
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SREF 2689.8300 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 1/10£5 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.6800 1 to£S 
YMRP .0lXl0 INCHES 
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OATA SET SYI'BL C£Y.FIGl.RATI~ C£SCRIPTlCN 
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OATA SET SYI'BL ctN= IGLRATlCtl CESCRIPTlCtl EO='LAP ELV-\. ELV-R SPOORK 
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DATA SET S'fttI(L C~IGl.RATI~ IESCRIPTION BOFLAP EI.V-1. EL.V-R SPI:E'~ REFER£ltCE I~T J~ 
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OATA SET Svttn.. COtFIGlRATIONCESCRIPTlClN 
( CFBOO I) ~ OA 124 B50C9F8 H 16N28\i 116E 43V8R5 X9 (CFBOll) 0A124 B50C9F8HI6N28'1t116E43V8R5 X9 ( CFBO 13 1 ~A 124 B5OC9F8H 16N28't1 I 16E4:3V8R5 X9 ( CFB053 ) OA 124 B26C9 M 16 'tI 1 16E43V8R5TC I 1 X9TR3 
[CFB069) ~A124 B26C9 MI6 ~116E43V8R5TCIIX9TR3 ( CFB075 ) D ~A 124 826C9 M 16 ~ I 16E43V8R5TC II X9TR3 



























REFEREt£E I tFeR1AT I ON 
SREF 2689.8300 5Q.FT • 
LREF 474.8100 INCHES 
BREF 936 .68X) I t£I-£S 
XMRP 1076.~ It£I-£S 
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OATA SET SYt91. CIN'".IGLRATlCN LESCRIPTION 
(CFBOOI) ~ ClAI24 BSOC9F8 MI6N28YII6E43V8R5 X9 ( CFBO 1 1 ) CIA 124 85OC9FBM 1 6N28'W 1 16E 43V8R5 X9 
(CFBOI3) . ClAI24 850C9F8MI6N28'W116E43V8R5 X9 (CFB0531 0,0.124 826C9 MIG 'II116E43V8R5TC1IX9TR3 
(CF8069) 0,0.124 826C9 MIG 1.:il16E43V8R5TCllX9TR3 


























REFEREtCE I ~1H1A T I~ 
SREF 2689 .8300 5O.FT • 
LREF 474.8100 !NCHES 
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1 (CFooII J ClA124 8S0C9FBMI6N2BWlI6E43VBR5 X9 
" (CF8013 J ClAI24 8SOC9F8Ml6N28'J116E43V8R5 X9 ~ (CF8053) 011124 826C9 MIG WI16E43V8R5TCIIX9TR3 
(CF8069) 011124 826C9 MI6 'J116E43V8RSTCIIX9TR3 
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OATA SET SYI'In.. CIN='IGURATlCIN [ESCRIPTICIN 
(AF8001) ~ eJAI2t 850C9FB HISN2B'e'IISH3VBR5 X9 
(AFB009) ~A124 85OC9FBMISN28'e'IISE43VBRS X9 ( AF8053 ) CIA 124 826C9 M IS \II 16E 43V8R5TC I I X9TR3 
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REFEREIICE I ~aRt1A T ION 
SREF 2689.83Xl SO.FT • 
LREF 474.8\00 I!IO£S 
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OAT A SET SY/"Bt'l... C~ [GURA TI CIN OESCR [PTI ON 





OA[24 85OC9F8 M[6N28WIIGE43V8R5 X9 
01.124 85OC9F8M[6N28'e'116E43V8R5 X9 
01.124 826C9 MIG 'e'l [6E43V8R5TC1 IX9TR3 
~A124 826C9F8 MI6 'e'116E43V8R5TC1IX9TR3 
01.124 B26C9F8 MIG 'e'l I 6E43V8R5TC I IX9TR4 
.n ... 





























REFERE/ICE 11'F~ T J ON 
SREF 2689.8300 SQ.Ft. 
LREF 474.8100 J/ID£S 
BREF 936.6800 I/ID£S 
XMRP 1076.6800 1110£5 
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DATA SET SYI'UL CeN=" I Gl.RA TI CN OESCR I PTI CIN 
(CF8001 1 ~ 0A12'l B50C9F8 MI6N28'W116E43V8R5 X9 [ CF8009 ) Oil 12'l B50C9FBM 16N28~ lI6E 43V8R5 XS (CFB053] 0f.12'l 826C9 MI6 'J116E43V8R5TCIIX9TR3 
[ CF8078 1 Oil 12'l 826C9F8 M 16 'J 1 16E 43V8R5TC I I X9TR3 
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OATA SET SYI'81 CCtFIGLRATlON DESCRIPTION 
(CF800I) ~ 0"124 B50CSFB MI6N28WII6E43V8RS X9 (CF8009) 0A124 8S0CSFBMI6N28WII6E43V8R5 X9 (CFB053) 0"124 82GC9 MI6 WI I 6E43V8RSTC I lx9TR3 
( CF8078 ) CI" 124 826C9FB M 16 It'I 16E43VBRSTC I 1 X9TR3 
( CFB II a ) 0" 124 826C9F8 M 16 WI 16E 43VBR5TC 1 1 X9TR4 
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OA TA SET SV/1BCL ct'IfIF I GLRA TI ON CESCR I PTl t'lN 
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FIG. 24 LATERAL CHAR. OF UPSWEPT X38 WITH 1/4 INCH SPOILER 
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APPENDIX 
TABULATED SOURCE DATA 
Tabulations of plotted data are available on request 
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D'"t:/ ~> c:~ ~~ 
\. i 
-' 
~,l1E 'l~ IOAY 1~ TAftULAlE~ SOURCE CATA - OAt!4 
OAIU ft~OC3fl Mn"21Wl H.E45Y8!1~ X9 
RE~EI\E"CE QATA 
51\E' a 1~.t.13'l'l ~Q.FT. 
ll\tr ~ .'4.1100 INCHE~ 
!~lf t .".~8n~ :~~~t! 
!leAlf. a .'l4Q~ SCALE 
XMRP 2 1016.6800 thCHEs 
ykRP = .OODO INCHES 

























































































































OA124 e~aC9F8 M16N25W116E.3V8R5 X9 
REFERENCE CAT A 








































































































































(RfS!l!ll ) !9 AFR H 
PARAMETRIC !lATA 
.Daa BDFLAP = 
.aDa ELY-R = 











































U<"Boa21 29 AFR H 
FARAMET!HC OATA 
.oaa SOFlAF = 
.000 ELV-R = 
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OA124 B50C9Fe Ht6N2eWl!6E4'V8RS X9 
REFERENCE OATA 
SIIEF " 2689.SS00 SQ.FT. 
Lilt' " 474.8100 INCHES 
IIII.EF :: 9S6.6aoo tNCHEs 
SCALE:: .0405 SCALE 
XMRP :: 1076.66UO INCHES 
YHRP:: .0000 INCHES 
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e"Tt !)\ ItAT H lA5ULAlEC SOU~(E CAlA - 041%4 
OA1!4 5~OC9f8 M16~28W116E43V8R~ 
"VUEN(E CUA 




4'4 •• H10 INCHES 
9U.6!00 INCHES 
.1l40!> SCALE 

















SFCBRK = t5.000 

























































































OA124 B50C9FS M16N28W!15E43V8~5 X9 
REFEREN(E OATA 







XMRF :: 1076.6S00 INCHES 
YMRP = .0000 INCHES 








































































ElV-R = .OO!! 
SFCBRK : 25.0aa 
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~~ 0> ~~ 
D'"O ~> ~Q ~t?:l ~ti1 
-, 
. .:~~' 
tnl 'l!l ~l' H T1BUL1TED SOU~CE C1Tl - OAt!. 
OA124 e~nC9F8 HI6~28Wtt6E43V8R~ X9 
RlH.Rl~CE CAlA 
SRE' s 2681.&'00 sa.fT. 
LREF s .74.8100 INCHES 
eRlF s g'~.6800 INCHES 
SCALE : .!HO~ SCALE 
X~RP = 1076.6&00 INCHES 
YMRP % .OOllO INCHES 


























































































































OA124 B5!1C9F9 M16N28WI1GE43V8R5 X, 
REFERE~CE OATA 
















474.e10D INCHES YHRP = 
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OAI24 B50C9FSM16N29W116E43V8R5 X9 
REFERENCE CATA 
















.7 •• S1!ID INCHES 
936.58DD INCHES 
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Sltt' • t61' •• 300 S~.'T. lMRP : 1076.6800 tNCHES 
l~t' • 41 •• 8100 INCHES TMRF: .0000 tNCHES 
eRt' a ~3~.~!OO INCHES ZMRP: 31~.OOOO INCHES 







































































































S~E' = 268'.8300 SQ.FT. 
LRE' = .' •. 8100 II'lCHES 
SRE' = 936.6S00 INCHES 




























































































































































(RF80tt' !t A~II U 
"ARlMET~IC DATA 
.000 BOFLAP = -11.70Q 
.000 ELV-R = 





























































ELV-R = .!l!l0 
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tnt !U M., H H8uLUEC SOlJ~CE. CATA - OA\2c 
04124 B~OC9F!"16Nt!WI16E.'Y8R5 
~t~EIIENCE CATA 




.1C .IIHln tNCNES 
')36.6800 tNCMEs 
.o.o~ stALE 


























































































































































• !flO .000 
.UO 2.410 
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OAt24 B26C' 1416 ~lt6l"Y811~TC4X' 
IIlFUlII<l tlUA 
Sill' • 268, •• ,~~ , •• FT. XMRP: t~16.6800 !~CHES 
LII£' • 414.81~~ I~CHES VH~P:: .!l000 INCHES 
ell£' • "6,6800 I~CHlS ZHRP :: 'B.!!!!!!O I~CHES 





























































































































• 26a'.8300 SI.FT. XHRP :: 
• 414.SI!l0 INCHE' YMRP :: 


































































































































(IIFBOU) 04 CEC h 
PARAMETRIC OATA 
.000 ELV-L: 
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tnt 0\ "4~ l'i TA!UtAlEt SOURcE CAlA - OA\!4 
IIVEttEhCt eUA 
SIIEF ~ 1~.' •• 300 S,.'T. 
LIIEF • 4'4.8100 tNCHES 
lIMltP : 
Y~l<F : 
04124 !l26C9 1016 Wtt6E43Y8R!llC8X9 
10'6.6800 !NCHES 
.0000 INCHES 
!lIt' • ,~~.~aQO INCHES ZHRF s 37!1.000o IN~HES 




















































































































SIIEF : 2689.~300 SQ.FT. 
LIIE' : 414.81og INCHES 










































































































































































































































...... ~·I;'~' - ~ ~.. ~~ 'i? 
f".:....-- .. - .. ~~-~-- ----~ 
I'· 
J r : ~. 
~ 
,. 
~"'t 0' , ... , ,~ TABOLATED SOU~CE tATA - OA1!4 
OAtl. 826C9 I1t6 Wl16~.3VI~~TC9X9 
Jt£JUl!tCE DATA 
S.E' • 161'.1300 St.fT. XMRP : 1016.6800 INCHES 
L.E' • .' •• 1100 tNCHES ,MRP: .0000 IHCHES 
aRE' • 936.6800 tNCHES 2HRF s 31~.0000 INCHES 


































































































SREf : f619.a30a sa.FT. 
LREF : .' •• 1100 INCHES 
8REf s 936.6800 INCHES 



























































































































































(~F80!f) O.CEC h 
PAUMET~le !lATA 
.C!lO ELV-L: .!l00 
.!l!lD RooOER: .!l00 
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C,'t 'l\ "AT l! TA!ULATEC ~ou~ct CATA - ~At~. 



















































.'4.8100 INCHES y"",F : 
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OAt!4 enc. Mt6 Wt t6EdVIRHCHIX9 
r..'t'tIlt"ct CllA 
S_E' • 2"'.'300 S •• FT. 
~_E' • 4".1100 INCHES 































































































































































































































































































































IRFB024) !l4 OEC 14 
FARAMETRIC OATA 
.000 ElV-L 
.O!!O RUOCER = 
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can 'l~ ,"A! H T,eUL,TEC SOU~CE CAT, - OAt" 
IIEJEIIEIiCE CAT, 
'IIt~ ~ t~., .• ,O'l sa.fT. 
lllEF ,. 4; •• 8100 lIiCHE~ 
!IIE' • 9l6.6aO'l 1~CHE5 

































































































































OA124 826C9 "'16 W116E43VSR5TC10X9TRl 
REFERENCE OATA 
















474.810!l INCHES YHRF 





























:: .0!lDD INCHES 






















































































(RF8!l2H 04 erc 14 
PARAfoIUIIIC CATA 
8.!lDO ELV-l: .!J0!l 
.0!lD RucctR = .0!lD 








































(RFB!l27l 04 OEC 14 } 
FARA!1ETRIC DATA 
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i tnl 0\ IIA'! H lA!UlAltC SOO"C£ CATA - OAl!4 , 
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-..- ~ .. n. ~ 
OAt!4 IIZ6C9 1416 WI 16Ea3ve,,51Cl0X91Rl 
ItUtltt."Ct. tATA 
,,,t' • !68 •• "00 S •. Fl. XHRP : \076.6800 INCHES ALPHA : 
l"U • 416.8100 tNCHES ""'RP :: .!lQQQ tNCHES ElV-R : 
SitU • 936.680!l INCHtS ZMRP :: 375.!l000 tNCHES SFCBRIl :: 
SCAll s <!).!)~ SCAlE 



































































SRE" :: 261'.'300 SQ.Fl. 
lRtF 2 4'4.8100 tNCHES 
XMRF :: ID~~~68oo INCHES. 












• !II 0 
.!60 
.no 




































































































































































• !J!J33 0 
.00!J46 
PAt.E 1& 
III.FtlO!U 04 etc h 
PAlI.AMETltlC CAlA 
11.000 ELV-l = .000 
.odo RooDER:: .000 
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CUl U '"., H TAeUlATEO SOU~CE OATA - 0A124 
OAt!4 eZ~C9 M1G ~11~E43V8R~TC10X9TRZ 
"E!'(~ttlCE CATA 


















.' •• 8100 INChES YMRP • 













































































































































































































































































































(RFB!l31 ) !l4 eEC 7. ) 
PARAMETRIC OATA 
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un.a30!) S •• FT. 






04124 826C9 M16 WI t6E~:syaR!lTCSXtTlIZ 
1076.6800 INCHES 
.!l0!l0 I NeHES 












































































































OAt24 B26C9 1416 ~/116E43vaR5TCUX9TR2 
REFERENCE CATA 
SlItF : !689.8'00 SQ.'T. XHRP" 1076.6800 INC~ES 
I.Rt' : 4'4.~10!l INCHES 'l'MRP" .!l000 INCHES 
IIREF .. 956.~e!l0 INCHES ZHRF : 375.00!l0 INCHES 

























































































































































































(RFB!l33) 04 CEC 1. 
I=ARAMETRIC DATA 
.D!lO ELV-L : 
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• 26s9.s30D Sa.FT. XIIRP ; 
YIIRF :: 
2MRP :: 
• 414.3100 IliCHES 




















































































































































































(RfB03!!) (04 CEC l" 
PARAI1ETRIC CATA 
SIIE' t 2689.8300 !Q.FT. XHRP:: tOl6.680D INCHES BETA ': .ODD ELV-l:: • DOD 
LIIEF t 474.8100 INCHES YHRF = 
e~EF : 936.6800 INCHES ZMRF = 































• ODD RlJ!lCER = .ODO 














RN/L = 1.85 GRACIENT INTERVAL = ~6.!l01 6.00 
ClM eN (AF C'I'N CBl ('I' XCf'/l CAS 
.03910 -.1148D .05977 -.DD1!!0 .0!l2BO .D!l5D!l .17700 .OO!l!l!l 
.!le950 -.03D30 .05688 -.00120 .DD230 .D06DO 1.2!!40D .0aDOO 
.05560 .!l~790 .05382 -.0019!l .0!l310 .D050D .29B!lD .00000 
.05860 .156DD .04715 -.!lOt3D .00470 .O!l200 .513D!l .0!l!l!l0 
.!l5760 .25110 .D3542 -.0!l1110 .D0460 .DDIOD .57DOO .0!l000 
.On3!l .36960 .!l2!l63 -.D!l190 ·.DD39!l .OD3DO .525DO .0!l!l0!l 
.!l601D .47350 .D!lS61 - .D!l260 .0!l2?D .DD60!) .SD500 .00!l!lD 
.DSD5D .~88!l0 -.01121 -.D0270 .O!l22D .D!l60D .6HOD • DO!lO!l 
.!lS!lO!l .70840 -.02714 -.ODt9!l .0!l190 .DOSOD .62!l!l!l .0!l!;!)0 











.04359 -.D0091 .DD32D .D4459 -.D!l2!l3 -.D!lODS .DD!l32 -.O!l!lSI) -.0866D .DDOOO 
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cnt os IU, H lA!UlATEC SOO~CE CATA - OAt24 
OAt24 1126C9 ~16 Wt!6E.3V8~~TCI!X9TR2 
_'-"UENeE CATA 
SIlE' " t"' .• 300 St.FT. 
lllEF • .'4.8100 INCHES 
IIIlE' ~ '36.6&00 tNCHEs 
SCALE" ;0405 SCA.LE 
XM~P : 101&.6800 INCHES 
YMRP: .0000 tNCHEs 






























































































































" 2619.8500 SQ.FT. 
~ .' •• 8tOO tNCHES 

























.0tO - .02330 
2.470 -.02200 





























































































CRF80n, l04 CEC h 
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tut OJ' .~"i .,~ H~ULATEC SOUltCE tAU - 0.\124 
IIUEIIE.kCE CATA 
SIIEf ~ r6.!.S'OO st.FT. 
Lilt' ~ 474.8100 INCHEs 
XHIIF :t 
YMItP = 
Bllt' • tl6.~aOO tNCHES 2HRF : 
SCALE : .04'l~ sCALE 




















































































































s r6.9.8300 SQ.'T. 
• 474.81aO INCHEs 
: 936;6800 INCHES 




















.... Lf'I1A : 
ELV-R :: 
SFCSRK = 
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" 26 •••• 300 ".Fl. 
" 41 •• 1100 IMCHES 
~ "6.6S!l!l INCHES 






































































































GRAOIENT -.00096 -.000]1 
-.01810 








SREF t 26'9.1]00 5,.Fl. 
lRE' t 414.elO!l INCHES 
IIItEF : 9]6.68!l!l INCHES 
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--' '.-.-~ ?~.,,,,,,",' 
':out !I' "u ,~ ~A!ULAT[C Sou~ct CATA - OAt2. 





• 261'.1]!!!! S~."T. 
• .' •• 81!)!! l~CHES 
• '16.6S!J!) t~CHE~ 































































































































OA124 B2GC9 H16 W116E43V8R5Te12X9CHI 
REFERENCE CATA 
S~!F ,. 1689.8'0!) SQ.FT. 
L~EF z .'4.81!!!) I~CHES 
II~£' ,. 936.69!!0 INCHES 
XMRP : 1076.6100 INCHES 
lHRP = .0000 INCHES 
ZHRP = 373.0000 INCHES 
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ELV-L = .000 
RUCOER :: .OCD 





































































tUf. '" .... ., lS T.!UL.lE.~ SOOllCE O.T. - OAt!. 





a 26' •• B300 SQ.FT. 
t 414.8tOO IkCHES 
a .16.6800 INCHES 



















































































































0.124 826C9 H16 W116E43V8R5TC11X9TR3 
RE.FERENCE CAT. 
SIlEF :: 2689.81!)!l SQ.'T. XMRF :: 1076.68!l!l tNCHES 
LIlEF :: 47 •• 8100 INCHES "INRI':: .0000 INCHES 
II liEF :: 936.6800 INCHES ZNRF : 375.0000 tNCHES 

























































































































































































(RF8!l491 !l4 DEC '4 
PARAMETRIC OATA 
.000 ELV-L::: .000 
.000 RUDDER:: .!Y.l0 
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CAll !I~ IU" .,~ naULAUC SOOIlCE CAlli - OAth 
OAiU enC9 1116 Wltf.E4lV8RnCttX9T1l3. 
Rf."f."f."Cf. CAtA 
ut.F t 2" •• .,00 St."T. XIIRP =10''',61100 INCHES ALFHA : 
LIIt.F • d4.8100 tNCHE!! )'Hlt!': .0000 INCkE!! ELV-R : 
IIRlF .. 9n"""!l0 lNCHEs 21Olt!': 3H.OOOO lNCHE!! SP!:!!RK : 
SCALf. ~ .O.O~ SCALf. 











































s !689.s'00 SQ.FT. 
s ." •• 11100 INCHES 


























































































































































































































ELV-L = .000 
RUCCER = .000 













































































t ! : 
I' t ' 
8 
., . l~ 
, ~ ~ " 
b '$7"'1$ ;111 11 "-" . .. ~,~ .•. '. ' .'....•. b,.~ •• I 
.00!l00 
.00000 !OutIENT -.!l0111 -.O!lDO!> .!l0063 -.!1a112 .0001!! .00202 -.!l!l189 -.01982 -.00068 
-' ~l 
;-
~ •• _.H """ ~ ~''!!!!!!!L4iM! ~'m!L4~JL"Ib:L. S!!!& .• iii I Ifwd 




















CUE !U "A, H TA8ULA1EC SOURCE CATA - 0A124 
OAt!4 826(9 ~16 ~tt6E43V8R~TCllX9TR3 
ItE"EItENCE tAlA 
SItEf s t6'S.13~9 SQ.fT. 
LItEF v 414.8100 INCHES 
SltEF s ~56.~800 INCHES 
SCALE ~ .040~ SCALE 
XMRF :: 1076.6890 INCHES 
lMRP:: .0000 INCHES 














































































































:: 26119.8500 SQ.FT. 
s 414.8100 INCHES 
~ 9)6.6800 INCHES 
































































































































































ElV-l = .000 
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t~n. ll\ "Ay H TA!VlATE~ SOURCE CATA - 041!4 




























































SIIEF ~ 26 •••• 300 St.FT. XMRP ,. 
YMRF = 
lMRP = 
LIIEF " 474 •• 100 INCHES 
BIIEF " 936.61100 INCHES 
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C..,!. .,~ "A, l~ TA!ULATtt sou~ct tATA - OAI!4 
OA1!4 e!6C9 MI6 ~lt6~4'Y8~~TCtlX.tHt 
!lt~t!lu.ct CA TA 




.74.8100 INCHES YH!IIP t 
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CA(;E 21 
("FIlGS.' tI. DEC h 
r:A~AMETIUC DATA 



































































































b-----·· ,- --~- .--'--..... ----------'-------.--'--------. 
'I:.~ 
~i , 
I taTt 0\ MA~ l~ TAIIUL4ltC SOURCE !MTA - 0A124 
! 
i 0A12. 826C9 "16 W116E.SV8R51CttX9CBI 
'1 
"V<'IIE,.CE CAlA 





~)f, • MD!l INCHES 
.040~ SCALE 



















































SlitI' • 2~e9.'S!l!l St.FT. 
LIIEF • ~1 •• 1I1!l!l tNCHES 

















































































































































































































(I\FBOUI o. O~C h 
FARAMETRIC OAT~ 
















RUCDER :: .O!JO 
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: 2to'9.8~0!l S •• FT. 
2 41~.'100 INCHES 
9'3'.('SOQ I"CHES 
~""P : 1076."800 INCHES 
YMRF: .0000 INCHES 









































































Slit' :r aU.1I300 SI.FT. 
LIIEF :r 474.8100 INCHES 
I!IIEF :: 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP :: 1076.£.80Q INCHES 
YHRF = .0000 INCHES 
ZHRP:: !7~.0000 INCHES 


















































































































































































































































































~:: .~: . .'~.~ -r , 




e4t£ ~~ .. ., 1 ~ TAeULATE!) SOUIICE CATA • OAt!4 
~1!4 8!6C9 ~I' ~1'6E4SY811~TCttX9Ce, 




a 26",.300 S •• rT. 
a 474.1100 tNCHES 
s 936.6800 INCHES 























































































































OA124 B26C9 H16 W116E43V8R5TC11X90B2 
IIEFE"ENCE OATA 
s_t' • 26It.e3!J0 SQ.FT. ~"RP a !076.6800 INCHES 
L~tF : ~1~.8100 INCHES VMRF" .0000 INCHES 
8~E~ : 936.6800 INCHES 2HRP = 3'~.0000 INCHES 
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CUE 0\ "A, 1\ tAeuLAtEC SOURcE CAtA - 04t24 
1I['U.ElieE CAU 
SI\[' ~ ,6., •• 300 St.FT. XMRP a 
LIIE' S 4'4.8100 iNCHES YMRP :: 
eRE' t 936.6800 INCHES 2kP.P :: 









































SRE' a 26".S300 SQ.fT. 
LIIE' :: .h.SrOO INCHES 




SCALE :: .040~ SCALE 
MACH 
• !II 0 
.UO 
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~AT~ !)t ...... H TA!UL41EO SOU~CE CATA - ~A124 





• ff>S9.B'00 S •• FT. 
• &14.8\00 INCHES 
• 9~".!lSOO iNCHEl 
'CALt ~ .040~ 5<:AL~ 
X~~P t 1016.6100 lNCHES 
Til"? c .0(;00 INCHES 







































































S~E' " !6&'.830~ ~Q.FT. 
L~£' : 414.~1~~ INCHtS 
!IIIEF • 936.6s0a INCHES 
XHRP • 1076.6800 INCHES 
YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
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eAU !I~ .,,' l~ TAeULATEO SoollCE CATA - OAt24 
OA124 e26C9 M1' W116E43v8p.5rCllX9082 




~ 261'.8300 S •• "T. 
" .1 •• 8100 t~CHEs 
s 9'6.6800 INCHES 















































































fU9 •• 300 SQ.FT. 
414.8100 INCHES 
XHRF :: 1076.6800 INCHES 
YMRF:: .!lDOO INCHES. 
BREr :: 936.6eoo INC~Es ZkRF:: 37~.a!l!l!l INCHES 
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u. _ .. .....,.. .... 
-1 .1"' 
'~~7~ 
talt. 0\ "A, l~ TA!ULATEO SOURCE OATA - OAt!4 
OA1!' !!6C9 "S6 WSt6Ee3vaR~TCtlX9TIt3 
ItE.FEItE.1cCtCAU 
'~E' a 2 •• , •• lOO !,.FT. 
LRE' t cl'.8S00 INCHES 
IREI' s "'.6800 INCHE! 
SCALE ,. .!J4!J!I !ULE 
X~RF s S016.6&00 INCHES 
~~~F = .0000 INCHES 












































S~EF = 261, •• 300 S~.FT. 
L~E' = 41'.8100 INCHES 
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taU ~\ leA, H lAIIUlAT(C sou"ct C~TA - OAtz. 





: Z6S'.S3nO S •• FT. 
• 47 •• 8100 I~ClttS 
s 9l".~800 I~CHES 































































































































OA124 826C9 H16 W116E43V8R5TC11X9TR3 
REFERE~CE CATA 
SREF = f689.83!lD SQ.FT. 













































































































































































tRF8!J13) !l4 OEC 74 
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cnt O~ >Ill H TABULATED SOU~CE CATA - OAl!4 
llUEllUIC[ CAlA 
s~t' • 2 ••••• 300 SI.FT. 
~"t' • 474.8100 INCHES 
BIlt' • '36.6800 INCHtS 



















































































































OAt!4 B~6C9 M16 Wl16E43V8R5TCllX9TR3 
llEFERENCE CATA 
SitE' = 2689.8300 SI.FT. 
LitE' = 474.8100 INCHES 
SitE' : 936.6S00 iNCHES 
SCALE " .!l40! SCALE 
XMRF = 1016.68DO INCHEs 
TMRP = .0000 WCHES 

























































































































































































IRFB(75) I !l4 CEC h I 
FARAkETRIC CATA 
.!l0!l 'ELY-L :: 
.000 R\I:)CER:: 






























































.,,.. . ',' 
~Ut 0' ! .. , H TABULATED SOU~CE DATA - OAt!. 
I\[Ft_ENCt CATA 
SI\[' ~ f"'.'300 S •• FT. XMI\P 
ll\tf : 41~.'tOO INCHES ~~~p 
!I\[~ ~ 9'~.~eO!l INCHES !~RP 





















































































































O~124 e26C9 H16 WI15E.3V8R5TCt1X9TR3 
IIEFEIIENCE OATA 
,~t' . 2619.8300 SQ.FT. 
LI\[F = 414 •• 100 INCHES 
81\E' z 936.~.OO INCHES 
SCALE • .040~ SCALE 
XH~P : 1076.6100 INCHES 
~MRP: .0000 INCHES 







































.f60 -~.020 .'~090 .12180 .07450 
.e60 -f.HO .34640 .12290 .on8D 
.NO -.OlD .34580 .12230 .08060 
.uo 2 •• s0 .34580. .12070 .07980 
! f .260 4.980 .347eo .11e10 .07850 
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tAll I)~ 9!A.' 1 ~ lAIlUI.AlEO $ool\(E041A - 'lAUe 
OA124 1l26C9F. Mt6 ~116Ee'V'R~T(tIX'TR' 
ItU'EItEIt(E 041A 
'~E' w 1"9.'51)0 S •• ". 
'-ItE' • 4'e.81(1) INC~ES 
!litE' t t5'.~aO~ l~CHE$ 







































































































OA124 B26C9F8 1416 ~116E43V8R5Tel1X9TR3 
REFEREltCt tATA 
IRt' w t6 •••• '00 S •• 'T. XMRP = 1076.6800 t~eHES 
I.RE' w 4'4.8100 I~CHES Y~RF = .0000 I~eHES 





































































tRFSD79) Oe eEC 74 ) 
FARAMETRIC OATA 
.!lOO BCFLAF = 
.00il ElV-R = 
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t .. 9."00 a..Ft. 































































































2 2 •• , •• SOO SQ.Fl. 
z 4} •• aIOD INCHES 
• 936.680D INCHES 
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!"9.8S00 SQ.FT. XM_P 
4lc.'100 INCHES 'Y"~P 

































































SIIEF :: 1619.8300 SQ.FT. 
LIIE' :: .74.8100 INCHES 
XMRP :: 1076.6800 INCH~S 
VMRP = .0000 INCH~S 


























































































































































































(RF80ecl !l4 OEe Ie 
FARAMETIIIC OATA 
1I.0QO ELY-L = 10.000 
10.000 RUDOER = .000 



























































RUDDER -= .!l00 
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11 -'\' .~ 
---
eut ,,\ "A' H 'ABU\.A1EC SOOkCE ~A1A ~ 0Atl4 
04t2. 826C' ~t6 wtI6E.'Y8!\~TCttl9'!\3 
IIVE!\(.IcC(. OAlA 
SIIE' • 2"'.1100 S,.Fl. XMkP. 1016.6800 INCHEs 
lllE' , .' •• 1100 tNCHES YkRP: .0000 INCHES 
!~E' • '3'.6800 tNCHEs 2HRP: S7~.0000 tNCHES 



















































































0,1..124 B26C9 M16 W1l6E43veR5TC3X9 
REFERENCE OATA 







XMRP " 1076.6800 INCHES 
YHRP. .0000 INCHES 




















































































































































(~~Ba", ( 0 .. ~EC '. 
PA"AMETRIC OATA 
16.!lOa ELV-L. tD.oaD 
10.000 RYODER = .ooa 
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tATl ~~ _A, l! TABULATED SOURCE tATA - OAt24 
Rt'tRthCf. tAU 







OAt!e B2 .. C9 10116 Wll"E4svaR~TC5x9 



































































































O~124 926C9 M16 W116E4SV8R~TC3X9 
REFERENCE OATA 
S!llF : 2'89.8300 S •• FT. XMRP: 1076.6800 INCHES 
l!lEF a .14.1100 I~"ES YHRF: .0000 INCHES 
8~EF = 936.6800 INCHES ZHRF = 37~.0000 INCHES 
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FACi[ ., 
(RHIOll8) ! Oc CEC 14 
















































(RI'"8099) 04 OEC 14 ) 
FAR.fJ4ETRIC liATA 
4.000 ElV-L:: 
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tut 0' ... , H f4!UL4TtO SOURCE CATA - OAt24 
OAI24 B!~t9 Ml~ WII~E4'VI"~fC'19 
"VE"ENCE DATA 
,,,EF • 261,."00 S •• FT. XM"P • IOl~.6100 INCHES 
L"EF • .14.8100 tNCHES YHRP: .0000 tNCHES 































































































01.124 B2~C9 MI6 W116E43VBk5tt3X9 
REFERENCE DATA 
S"EF .: !~89.1300 SQ.Ff. 
LREF • 414.1100 INCHES 
XHRP :: 1076.6800 INCHES 
YHRP = .0000 INCHES 
SREF = 936.~800 INCHES ZHRP = 375.oo!l0 INCHES 




















































































































































(RFe090) 04 DEC 7c 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
1I.!l00 ELV-L = 
.oao RIJCCER = 











































(RFB091 ) 04 DEC 74 ) 
FARAHETRtC DATA 
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tut O~ MAl H TA!UlATtD SOURC[ DATA - OAl!4 
OAI24 82~C9 MI6 WtI6E43VSII~TC3X. 
IIt"UEilCE tATA 



































































































































OAI24 B26C9 MI6 W116E4SVSR5TC7X9 
IItFEII[NCE DATA 
Sill." ~ 2ii;.8300 S •• FT. XMRP = 1076.68!l1J INCHES 
LIIE" = 414.8100 INCHES YMRF = .1J0!lD INCHES 
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FAIOE 45 
(IIF80921 04 OEC h 
PAUIIETRIC OATA 













































(RFB093) (D4 eEC 74 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
.OOIJ ELV-L ~ 































































~ ___ . ...i 
F;'~-"---""­r:' r~" . 
·f •• 
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UIt.1500 S •• fT. XIIIlP = 
47 •• 8100 IhCHtS ,IIRF ::: 
93f>.6800 INCHES ZHRP = 
.O'!!~ SCALE 


































































































OA124 B26C9 "'16 WI16E43V8R~TC7X9 
REFERENCE "lATA 















































































































































































































(RFBll9S) 04 DEC I. ) 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
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cut Q~ 114, H 1480lA1EC SOURCE CAT. - OAI!4 
1t'-'£.II0,CE OA14 
'Itt' • 16 •••• ,00 S •• FT. 
Lltf.' • 4'4.a100 theHEs 












































































































































































































































































. .. --.. -"--~-. -~~--.~--'"".~-
FA"E 47 
(RFIOU) (04 DEC '4 
PAII.AIoET!HC DATA 
8.000 ElV-L: .000 










































( D& CEC 14 
FARAMETRtC CATA 
12.000 ElV-1. = .000 
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tAn 'l~ ,. ... H tAeU~Atto sou~ct tAtA • ~12& 
QAl!4 !!6C. ~16 wtl'E4,Y.It~TC?X' 
~t«t'tllct UtA 




&1& .1100 IhCIIEs 






































































































- .• 00096 
OA124 B26(9 M16 W116E,,3VeR!lTC13X9 
ItEI'ERENCt OAtA 
Sltt' • 26n."oo SQ.FT. XMRI". HI7 .... oo IN(;HE$ 
l.!'!E' ,. a74 •• 100 INCHEs ""RP. .D!loo WCHE~ 
!II'£.' " 93~.6800 INC,",ES ZIoIRF = 3H.0!l0!l 'INCHE~ 
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tU[ 0\ "A, H TA!lULATf.C SOUltef. CATA - 0i12. 





• ".9"'00 S •• 'T. 
• 474.1100 tItCHf.S 
• "6."800 t"CHf.S 





















































s "'9.8500 S •• FT. 
" .74.1100 INCHES 
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tUE O!l ,,-.y H TABULATED SOURCE CATA - OAl!4 
0At24 B(!6C9 IU6 WU6E . ,VIRnCt3X9TR4 
REFERENCE CAlA 
SREf ,. 2619.'SOO S •• FT. XMRF = 1076.6800 tNCHES 
LRE' II .1 •. 8tOO tNCHES lMRF = .0000 tNCHES 
8RE' ,. 936.6800 INCHES 2kRF = 37~.0000 tNCHES 















































II '!619.1S00 Sl.FT. 
II 4'4.8100 INCHES 

















































































































































































































IlFltO!) 04 tEC 14 
FARAMETRIC DATA 
.000 ELY-L = 
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CUE O~ "" H T.aUL.,EC SOURCE C.,. - 04t!4 



























































































































OA124 B26C9 Mt6 WI16E43V8R~TCI3X9TR4 
REFERENCE e4TA 
SRtF :: ".9 .• 300 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1076.61100 INCHES 
LIIEF = 4h .8100 INCitES YHRF = .0000 INCHES 
lI~tF :: 93(,.(,800 INCHES ZHRP:: 37!>.0000 INCHES 
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OAI!. BI6C. MI. Wlt6E.)~'R!I'CI'X"R. 
REfUUtCt tAlA 
IR£" • 1' •••• '00 S •• F,. XMRP. 1076.6800 IkCHES 
LR£" • 414.1100 tNCHES YMRP = .0000 INC~ES 
BRt' • 936.6800 INCHES 2MRP = )75.0000 INCHES 




RUN..o. t061 0 RNIL: t.8!I GRAtlEhl INTERVAL -= -6.001 6.00 
k f 












.160 -t •• no 























































• , ••••• 300 S •• Fl. XMRP : 1076.6800 INCHES 
.0000 INCHES 

























































































































































































.. ·'ii·Tr!ii!i'iriiiJfj!Iii"MW:_'iiP'"1'fiii:~--'l;fri"'."Jl);;::'::':~~~""''':.~~~''"'';:::'''"':::":=~"""'::".=-=~:'.""=:: .. :'.:."'-: 
PA'E !It 
IRFB106' ( 04 tEC 1. 
PARAMETRIC tAlA 
16.000 ELV-l: .000 











































































































































ttlt Q\ ... ~., H TABUlA1EO loo_C£ CATA - OAtl4 





• 1,.t."OO S'.". 
: .74.8100 INCHES 
: "~.~800 lllCHl' 



































































































.04471 -.00207 -.00000 
REFERENCE DATA 
IRE' • 1 ••••• 30j SQ.FT. 
LII!' 11 .' •• 8100 INCHES 
IS liEF • '36.6800 INCHES 

























































































































































































(RFBll1 ) 04 eEC 74 1 
PAP.AHETRIC DATA 
.!l00 80FLAP = 
.000 ElV-R = 
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!:.Hl 0\ !lAT H lA!VLA1E~ SOU,,!'. ~A1A - OA\2& 
OAt 2. !26C'IFtJ Ml~ wt 16!'.4'Y8R~TCt119TIt. 
Ill'f."U.C!. CAlA 
,,,IF • 2' •••• '00 S,.'T. 
LIlE' • 414.8100 INCHES 
81lf.' • '1l6.6800 lheHES 
S~A~t.. .040~ SCALf. 
XMRP • 10'6.6800 IkCHES 
YMRP: .0000 INCHES 

















































































































• 2689.8300 S •• FT. 
S 4' ••• 100 INCHES 
z 936.681J1J INCHES 
































































































































































































(RFBU5) ( 04 DEC 7. 
FARAME1RIC OATA 
a.ooo BCFLAF:: .000 
.DOIJ ELV-R:: .000 
.OOD SPOBRK = 2S.000 
Cy XCF/L CAB 

































































CUE G~ MAT ,~ TAISULATEC SOURCE CATA - 0A124 





• Z ••••• 300 S •• 'T. 
• 4' ••• 100 tltCMES 
• .,. ... 00 IHCMEs 































































































































OAt24 B26C9F8 MI6 Wl16E43V8R5TCltX9TR4 
REFERE"'C£. DATA 
SRtF • Z"'.8300 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1076.6300 ItiCHES 
LREF = 474.810(1 INCHES YMRF = .0000 INCHES 






























































































































____ ~ ____ ~_r_ __ _=~~~~==~~~~==,~~.--===, 
PA'E SS 


















































IRFB1U) ( !14 OEC 74 ), 
FARAIoIETRIC DATA 
16.000 BOFLAF:: 
.000 ELV-R = 
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cnt u IU, H TABULAr/EO SOUllcE enA - 04124 
IltF[IlUtCE !lATA 





































































































































OA124 826C9F8 M16 W116E43VeR5TCI1X9C81 
IlEFERENCE DnA 
SIlE' ,. i6.9.I'OO S •• FT. XHRP " 1076.6800 INCHEs 
""'RP" .0000 INCHES 






































































































































































































































































.' ~.< "'- ... 
<-i. i;. 
jooI. t;:"r" 
CUE Q\ II", H lA8ULAlEC SOUlCE CAlI. - 0412. 
04124 S26(9F8 MI. WI16E.]V'R~lCll~9tBl 
IttFERlltCt CU" 
SitE' • f6.,.'SOO SI.'T. 
lRE' • " •• tl00 IHCHES 
BRE' • "6.6800 iNCHES 


















































































































01.124 826C9F8 1116 W116Ec3VBRSTC11X9C81 
REFERENCE CATA 
SRt' • !6,t.8'0!l SI.FT. XII.F: 1!l76.68G!l INCHES 
LitE' • 474.810!l INCHES lHRP = .0000 tNCHES 
BRE' s 936.6800 INCHES ZHRF = 375.0000 INCHES 





































2 •• 70 
4.980 
" .. 910 






















































































































































































































r;;~.Tt 'n .,~~ l~ TAeULAlf.C ~OURCt tATA - OAt24 









































































































'R"DIE-NT -.0!l1!l9 -.00005 
-.00080 
.00!:!7. -.00108 













SREF • 2619.13!l!l sa,FT. 
LREF • 414.8100 INCHES 
8REF " 936.6800 INCHES 








































.• ~. 980 
-~.!Hl;;l 
-2 •• 90 
-.010 
2 •• 70 
•. 990 
9.990 
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IRFB121) 04 CEC 74 
PARAMETRIC CATA 
16.01JQ 
.'JOO 
.!lQO 
Cy 
.3t800 
.28300 
.20300 
.OB4!l!l 
.04100 
-.!lOMO 
-.05001J 
-.09100 
-.19900 
-.2761J!l 
-.3Q500 
- .01768 
6DFLAF = 
ELV-R " 
SFCBRK = 
XCF/l 
.66200 
.652!l0 
• 640!l!l 
.G29!lO 
.6290Q 
.62100 
.623!l1J 
.6<!300 
.63400 
.64?!l0 
.66300 
-.IJDDl2 
.000 
.000 
25.01J!l 
CAB 
.00'300 
.00000 
.OOOOIJ 
.OQOOIJ 
.OOQIJIJ 
• QtiIJO!l 
.OOIJ!l1J 
.OOOIJO 
.OOOOIJ 
.0ti1J01J 
.O:JIJIJIJ 
• DOOIJO 
.. 
" 
" =. 
." 
-l 
I 
~ 
J 
